1. **Purpose.** This CertAlert announces the release of the *Preparing for Airport Winter Operations* video for airport operators and other stakeholders, as a training awareness tool relating to preparing for winter operations at airports.

2. **Background.** Airport operations related to snow and ice control can be a complex, dynamic, and demanding endeavor. It requires vigilance and a heightened sense of awareness by all stakeholders. With vehicle drivers operating snow and ice removal equipment working in multiple locations, the airport operator, air traffic controllers and pilots must work in concert with each other to ensure safe operations are achieved. Therefore, this short video provides airport operators and stakeholders key points of awareness for preparation and operations during winter operations.

3. **Action.** Airport operators and other interested stakeholders should access the link below in order to view the *Preparing for Airport Winter Operations* video. Additionally, airport operators should consider adding this video to any annual winter operations awareness training at the airport.

https://youtu.be/FNgAN1tHJUE
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